Paraphrase Identification and Semantic Similarity are two different yet well related tasks in NLP. There are many studies on these two tasks extensively on structured texts in the past. However, with the strong rise of social media data, studying these tasks on unstructured texts, particularly, social texts in Twitter is very interesting as it could be more complicated problems to deal with. We investigate and find a set of simple features which enables us to achieve very competitive performance on both tasks in Twitter data. Interestingly, we also confirm the significance of using word alignment techniques from evaluation metrics in machine translation in the overall performance of these tasks.
Introduction
Paraphrase Identification and Semantic Similarity are important tasks that can be used as features to improve many other Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks, e.g. Information Retrieval, Machine Translation Evaluation, Text Summarization, Question and Answering, and others. Besides this, analyzing social media data like tweets of the social network Twitter is a field of growing interest for different purposes. The study of these typical NLP tasks on Twitter data can be very interesting as social media data carries lot of surprises and unpredictable information.
The Paraphrase Identification is a classic NLP task which is a classification problem. Given a pair of sentences, the system is required to assess if the two sentences carry the same meaning, to classify them paraphrase, or not paraphrase otherwise. Likewise, Semantic Similarity is another NLP task in which the system needs to examine the similarity degree (in a pre-defined semantic scale) of a given pair of texts, varying in different levels such as word, phrase, sentence, or paragraph.
There are different approaches, both supervised and unsupervised, have been proposed for these two tasks, ranging from simple level like word/n-gram overlapping, string matching, to more complicated ones like semantic word similarity, word alignment, syntactic structure, etc. 1,2 However, it is challenging or even inapplicable to deploy all these approaches to social media data, like Twitter data, due to many differences the social media data carries, such as misspelling, word out of vocabulary, slang, acronyms, style, structure, etc. In this paper, we study and find a set of simple features specifically chosen and suitable for social media data which is relatively easy to obtain, but able to achieve very competitive performance on both tasks for Twitter data. We also analyze the significance of each feature quantitatively and qualitatively in the overall performance. As a result, we can prove our hypothesis that the combination of simple features like word/n-gram overlapping, word alignment, and semantic word similarity can result in very good performance for both tasks on social media data.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the Related Work, Section 3 describes the tasks and set of features, Section 4 shows the Experiments, Section 5 reports the Evaluations, Section 6 discusses the Error Analysis, and finally Section 7 is the Conclusions and Future Work.
Related Work
The ability to identify paraphrase, in which a sentences express the same meaning of another one but with different words, has proven useful for a wide variety of natural language processing applications (Madnani and Dorr, 2010) . The ACL Wiki gives an excellent summary of the state-of-the-art paraphrase identification techniques; this shows how much effort researchers did to automatically detecting paraphrases. 3 The different approaches can be categorized into supervised methods, i.e. (Madnani et al., 2012) , (Socher et al., 2011) and (Wan et al., 2006) , that, at the moment, are the most promising and unsupervised methods, i.e. (Fernando and Stevenson, 2008) , (Hassan and Adviser-Mihalcea, 2011) and (Islam and Inkpen, 2009) . Previous works use the Microsoft Research Paraphrase Corpus (MSRP) dataset (Dolan et al., 2004) that is obtained by extracting sentences from news sources on the web; however, this scenario is very different from social data. A few recent studies have highlighted the potentiality and importance of developing paraphrase (Zanzotto et al., 2011) and (Xu et al., 2013) and semantic similarity techniques (Guo and Diab, 2012 ) specifically for Tweets. They also indicated that the very informal language, especially the high degree of lexical variation, used in social media has posed serious challenges. Twitter data and, more in general, social media data have been used as dataset in a growing topic of research. Twitter, at the moment the most used microblogging tool, has seen a lot of growth since it launched in October, 2006. In (Java et al., 2007) preliminary analysis they find user clusters based on user intention to topics by clique percolation methods. This research is expanded and improved in several ways in (Krishnamurthy et al., 2008) , they applied geographical characterization to cluster users and also found relation between the number of following and followers of a user. These and other similar re-3 http://aclweb.org/aclwiki/index.php? title=Paraphrase_Identification_%28State_of_the_art%29 searches have helped to obtain a more precise idea about some effect that action in this microblogging platform can have; (Kwak et al., 2010) use previous works as a base to rank users adding the effect of retweets on information propagation. With the data obtained from the population of blogs and social networks, opinion mining and sentiment analysis became, in the last years, a field of interest for many researches. In the literature (Pak and Paroubek, 2010) , they describe a method for an automatic collection of a corpus that can be used to train a sentiment classifier. In a further research (Kouloumpis et al., 2011) , it shows that part-of-speech features may not be useful for sentiment analysis in the microblogging domain, instead using hash-tags to collect training data did prove useful, as did using data collected based on positive and negative emoticons.
Paraphrase and Semantic Similarity in Twitter
In this section, we introduce the two tasks Paraphrase Identification and Semantic Similarity in Twitter, then we describe the set of simple features which enables us to achieve competitive performance in both tasks.
Task Description
This is a shared-task proposed as the Task#1 "Paraphrase and Semantic Similarity in Twitter" at SemEval 2015 (Xu et al., 2015) . 4 In this task, the first common ground for development and comparison of Paraphrase Identification (PI) and Semantic Similarity (SS) systems for the Twitter data is provided. Given a pair of sentences from Twitter trends, systems are required to produce a binary yes/no judgment and an optionally graded similarity score in the scale [0-1] to measure their semantic equivalence. This task is used to promote this line of research in the new challenging setting of social media data, and help to advance other NLP techniques for noisy user-generated text in the long run. Figure 1 shows examples of paraphrase and non-paraphrase pairs in Twitter. 
Data Preprocessing
In order to optimize the system performance, we carefully analyze the dataset and notice that Tweets' topic is a part that is always present in both sentences; this redundant similarity in the pairs does not give any information about paraphrase as two sentences always have the same topic, yet they may be paraphrase or not. Hence, we remove the topic from the sentences, and we did the same in the pairs with Part-of-Speech (POS) and named entity tags. As being suggested by the guideline of the task, we also remove all the pairs with uncertain judgment, such as "debatable" since they cannot confirm the paraphrase/not paraphrase relation between two sentences. After this data processing, we obtain two smaller datasets with very short texts, sometime reduced to a single word and with very poor syntactic structure. We split the original dataset into two subsets, in which one is composed by sentence pairs and the other one is composed by pairs with POS and named entity tags. As Twitter data and other micro-blog data are usually informal text which is quite short in length and written in a variety of noise of presentation, e.g "coooooool" v.s "cool", "talkin" v.s "talking", "u" v.s "you", "thinkin" v.s "thinking", "abt" v.s "about", etc. We apply the lexical normalization method (Han et al., 2013) to normalize noisy lexical from the input data. We also notice the simple structure of given datasets, especially, after undergoing the preprocessing, we decide to focus on exploiting the lexical and string similarity information, rather than syntactic information.
Feature Set
In order to build the system, we investigate and extract a set of simple features especially tailored for social media data which can be used for both tasks, for building either a binary classifier for detecting paraphrase or regression model to compute the similarity scores on Twitter data. Moreover, these features can be used independently or together with others to measure the semantic similarity and recognize the paraphrase of given sentence pair as well as to evaluate the significance of each feature to the accuracy of system's predictions. On top of this, the system is expandable and scalable for adopting more useful features aiming for improving the accuracy.
Lexical and String Similarity. We use the system described in the literature (Das and Smith, 2009 ) to compute the lexical and string similarity between two sentences by using a logistic regression model with eighteen features based on n-grams. This system uses precision, recall and F1-score of 1-gram, 2-gram and 3-gram of tokens and stems from sentence pair to build a binary classification model for identifying paraphrase. We extract the eighteen features from this system to use in our classification model.
Machine Translation Evaluation Metrics. Other than similarity features, we also use evaluation metrics in machine translation as suggested in (Madnani et al., 2012) for paraphrase recognition on Microsoft Research paraphrase corpus (MSRP) (Dolan et al., 2004) . In machine translation, the evaluation metric scores the hypotheses by aligning them to one or more reference translations. We take into consideration to use all the eight metrics proposed, but we find that adding some of them without a careful process of training on the dataset may decrease the performance of the system. Thus, we only use two metrics in our system, the METEOR and BLEU. We actually also take into consideration the metric TERp (Snover et al., 2009 ), but it does not make any improvement on system performance, hence, we exclude it.
METEOR (Metric for Evaluation of Translation
with Explicit ORdering). We use the latest version of METEOR (Denkowski and Lavie, 2014) that find alignments between sentences based on exact, stem, synonym and paraphrase matches between words and phrases. We used the system as distributed on its website using only the "norm" option that tokenizes and normalizes punctuation and lowercase as suggested by documentation. 5 We compute the word alignment scores on sentences and on sentences with partof-speech and named entity tags, as our idea is that if two sentences are similar, their tagged version also should be similar.
BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy).
We use another metric for machine translation BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) that is one of the most commonly used and because of that has an high reliability. It is computed as the amount of n-gram overlap, for different values of n=1,2,3, and 4, between the system output and the reference translation, in our case between sentence pairs. The score is tempered by a penalty for translations that might be too short. BLEU relies on exact matching and has no concept of synonymy or paraphrasing. As the length of tweets is relatively short, it is only 140-character message, we do not expect to have large n-gram overlaps, except 1-gram and 2-gram. Our analysis actually shows that 3-gram, 4-gram and the average score may cause more noise.
Edit Distance. We use the edit distance between sentences as a feature. For that we used the Excitement Open Platform (EOP) (Magnini et al., 2014) . 6 To obtain the edit distance, we use EDITS Entailment Decision Algorithm (EDITS EDA) taking the edit distance instead of entailment or not entailment decision. We configure the system to use lemmas and synonyms as identical words to compute sentence 6 http://hltfbk.github.io/Excitement-Open-Platform/ distance, the system normalizes the score on the number of token of the shortest sentence. We choose this configuration because it returns the best performance evaluated on training and development data.
Sentiment Analysis. We speculate to improve paraphrase detection by adding a feature based on polarity given by a sentiment analysis system. We evaluate this feature on all three datasets (training, develpment, and testing). We use the Sentiment Pipeline of Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) to obtain this feature. We configure the pipeline for tokenizing, splitting sentence, POS tagging, lemmatization , parsing, named entity recognition (NER) and, of course, sentiment analysis. Despite the deep analysis, most of sentences are classified as either "positive", "negative" or "neutral"; classes "very positive" and "very negative" are rare. We decide to use this as a polaritymatching feature (i.e. when both sentences in the pair are classified the same class), so we analyze the distribution of paraphrase and polarity matching on the three datasets, which results are shown in Table  2, Table 3 and Table 4 . Contrary to our intuition, this feature seems not to be strongly correlated with paraphrasing, in particular, pairs with polarity matching have 2.08% more of probability to be paraphrase in the training dataset, a bit more (3.65%) in the development dataset, but even less (1.76%) in the test dataset. We also compute the information gain of the feature in the training dataset using WEKA (Hall et al., 2009 ) InfoGainAttributeEval with the default ranker and we obtain a low result, only 0.00107, so we decide to exclude this approach. We still think that sentiment analysis could be an useful feature for paraphrase detection, and there would be a way to use it properly. To prove that, we try another different approach, instead of using a binary feature, we use three possible values: 0 if the polarity is opposite ("positive" and "negative"), 0.5 if one or both sentences in the pair are classified as "neutral" and 1 if they have the same polarity (both "positive" or "negative"). We compute the information gain of the feature in the training dataset and obtain a more promising score of 0.01272; this seems to confirm our idea on the sentiment analysis. Probably a wider range of values (more than just a 3 sub-classes) would possibly obtain better results. We aim to use a continuous value that describes polarity distance to improve our system performance. 
Classification Algorithms
We build different models for both tasks using several widely-used classification algorithms (i.e. Decision Stump, OneR, Logistic, J48, BaysianLogisticRegression, VotedPerceptron, and MultiLayerPerceptron) to optimize 1) the Accuracy and F1-score for Paraphrase Identification and 2) the Pearson correlation of Semantic Similarity scores between system and human annotation. We use WEKA (Hall et al., 2009 ) to obtain robust and efficient implementation of the classifiers. We try several classification algorithms in WEKA, among others, we find that the VotedPerceptron classifier (exponent 0.8) returns the best result for the evaluation on training and development data. VotedPerceptron (Freund and Schapire, 1999 14 METEOR(1) BLEU (2) EditDist (3) WMF (4) (1), (2)& (3) (1), (2)& (4) (2), (3) 
Experiments
In this section, we describe the dataset, the task baselines and experiments carried on these two tasks.
Dataset
The dataset (Xu et al., 2014) consists of three parts, the training and development datasets (18,000 sentence pairs), the test dataset (972 sentence pairs) for evaluation. Table 6 presents the setup and distribution of all datasets used for the experiments. Each row of data contains six tab-separated columns presenting the Trending_Topic_Name, Sent_1, Sent_2, Label, Sent_1_tag and Sent_2_tag. The Sent_1 and Sent_2 are two sentences which may not be necessarily full tweets. The Label column is in a format such like "(1, 4)", which means among 5 votes from Amazon Mechanical turkers only 1 is positive and 4 are negative. The mapping suggestions to binary labels are as follows:
-paraphrases: (3, 2) (4, 1) (5, 0) -non-paraphrases: (1, 4) (0, 5) -debatable: (2, 3) which may be discarded. The Sent1_tag and Sent2_tag are the two sentences with part-of-speech and named entity tags. However, there is no labels of semantic similarity scores provided in development and training data, but only evaluation data.
Baselines
According to the task evaluation, we use all three baselines provided for this task which are placed at different advance levels.
Baseline-1 is a logistic regression model using simple lexical features, which is originally used in the literature (Das and Smith, 2009 ). It uses precision, recall and F1-score of 1-gram, 2-gram and 3-gram of tokens and stems from sentence pair to build a binary classification model for identifying paraphrase. This is the strongest baseline as it has the state-of-the-art level performance in the paraphrase identification literature.
Baseline-2 is the Weighted Matrix Factorization (WMF) model (Guo and Diab, 2012) which is a dimension reduction model to extract nuanced and robust latent vectors for short texts/sentences. To overcome the sparsity problem in short texts/sentences (e.g. 10 words on average), the missing words, a feature that LSA/LDA typically overlooks, is explicitly modeled. We use the pipeline to compute the similarity score between texts. 7 Baseline-3 is a Random system which uses the random module in Python to generate a random score, in the scale [0 -1], for each sentence pair, then it sets the threshold 0.5 for classifying paraphrase and not paraphrase. 8
Paraphrase Identification
In order to optimize the Accuracy and F1-score for the classification, we build several models with different sets of features on the training data and evaluate these models on the development data to find the best feature set. The combination of word/n-gram, word alignment by METEOR, BLEU and EditDistance scores proves to be the most prominent set of simple features which can achieve very good performance. For classification algorithm, the VotedPerceptron returns the best result among other algorithms implemented in WEKA. In Table 1 , we report the Accuracy results obtained by using different classifiers with different features. Our chosen classification algorithm and feature set outperform the strongest baseline and EOP EditDistance (standalone setting). Table 5 shows F1-score obtained with different classifiers on our best set of features discovered in Table 1 , and our system again results better than the strongest baseline and EOP EditDistance. Interestingly, the WMF feature which is expected to have some impact on computing the semantic similarity score does not incorporate well with other features.
Semantic Similarity
Due to no training data is given for computing the semantic similarity, a different approach is needed. Firstly, we consider to use external data from the similar task, which is Task #2 "Semantic Textual Similarity (STS)" (English STS) for training a semantic similarity model. However, after some preliminary experiments and analysis, we realize that this does not benefit our task on Twitter data due to the very big difference between formal text and informal text being used. We will need more study on how to use formal text to benefit informal text in the same task. Hence, we decide to build an unsupervised model for semantic similarity on Twitter data instead. We first adopt the result of Basline-2 (WMF) as a feature for semantic similarity. We build different unsupervised models which average the values of different sets of features learned for Paraphrase Identification task. Table 7 shows the Pearson correlation between the average of feature values and the gold similarity scores on the test data.
Evaluations
In this section, we discuss about the evaluation on both tasks. Table 8 shows the performance of our best models constructed by best sets of features in comparison with all the three baselines and the top three best systems reported in the shared-task. 9 For Paraphrase Identification task, our system outperforms all three baselines and achieves a very competitive result to the best systems. The difference between our system and the best three systems is a very small variance by a slim margin around 1%. In Semantic Similarity, though we only build simple model which averages the values of word alignment METEOR, BLEU and Edit Distance scores, our system still obtains better results than all three baselines and close to the top 9 http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2015/task1/data/uploads/semevalpit-2015-results.pdf three results. These results on both tasks may place us at the 4 th rank in comparison to the official ranking of the shared-task. 
Error Analysis
In this section, we conduct an analysis of the misclassifications that our system makes on test data. We extract and show some randomly selected examples in which our system classifies incorrectly, both false positive or false negative; and then we analyze the possible causes for the misclassification. This inspection yields not only the top sources of error for our approach but also uncovers sources of unclear annotations in dataset. Though all these sentence pairs share many word similarity/matching and alignments, they are annotated as non-paraphrase. For example, the sentence pair [4135] has very high word matching and alignment after removing the common topic "sounds", but the important words "like" and "reasonable" which differ the meaning between two sentences, are not really semantically captured and distinguished by our system. As our system does not use any semantic feature, this kind of semantic difference is difficult to distinguish. Hence, it leads to false positive case. This case is opposite to the previous case, even though these sentence pairs do not share many word similarity and alignment, they are annotated as paraphrase. We can possibly propose some hypothesis as follows:
Extra information Though the pairs [4220] and [400] may not be paraphrase according to the paraphrase definition in the literature (Bhagat and Hovy, 2013) , they are annotated as paraphrase in the goldstandard labels. In this case, we notice that as one sentence contains more extra information than the other one, it leads to low word similarity and alignment, which makes our system make wrong classification.
Specific knowledge-base In this case, the pairs [785] and [2832] require a specific knowledge-base, which is about baseball, to recognize the paraphrase; hence, even for human without any related knowledge, it might be difficult detect the paraphrase.
Common sense Though both sentences of the pair [4062] do not share any word similarity/alignment, they have a positive polarity that may allow identifying the paraphrase. This case may be easy for human to identify the paraphrase, yet it is difficult for machine to capture the same perception. Table 9 shows that we can improve our system performance by exploiting more semantic features to make correct classification. Though we try to adopt the WMF which is supposed to provide more semantic information, it does not show any contribution in the overall performance. Moreover, according to our analysis for the false negative, it is rather difficult to cover these cases.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we study and present a set of simple features which is especially tailored to obtain very competitive performance in Paraphrase Identification and Semantic Similarity tasks on Twitter data. From the evaluation results, we can confirm our hypothesis in which the combination of word/n-grams overlap, METEOR word alignment, BLEU and Edit Distance scores can be an alternative approach to explore semantic information on Twitter data at a low cost. However, for future work, we expect to study more useful features (e.g the POS information, semantic word similarity) to improve the system performance on both identifying paraphrase and computing semantic similarity scores. From our error analysis, we consider to have more study on exploiting the semantic information for the task Semantic Similarity; and investigating on domain adaptation techniques for broad-topic data to benefit the task Paraphrase Identification in Twitter. Finally, we speculate the sentiment feature which seems to be promising in paraphrase identification task. More investigation and analysis will be needed for exploiting and integrating it with other features for better performance.
